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Tasmania’s Legislative Council Select Committee 

To Whom It May Concern 

Business Northwest primarily represents businesses in the Burnie/Wynyard area but has reach to the 
Circular Head and West Coast regions and is pleased with the engagement UTAS has in those areas 
plus the work done by TIA to one of our most important industry sectors. 

Over the last 2-3 years Business Northwest has established a strong relationship with the Cradle Coast 
campus of UTAS.   

The move of campus from Mooreville Road to West Park has brought the campus more into our vision 
and our engagement has increased dramatically.  The Pro Vice Chancellor Jim Cavaye has become very 
involved in the region and is on several boards relating to the development of the north west coast. 
His input is highly valued, and his involvement has built an excellent profile for UTAS in the regional 
community. 

The ability for the campus to provide courses previously not available has been a tremendous 
advantage to the region with many “first in family” students enrolling.  The Nursing training is a prime 
example of this, and it helps us train locals and retain them whereas in the past many were lost to 
Hobart or Launceston.  Likewise, we are excited at the introduction of Psychology to the campus.  Our 
region has grossly inadequate mental health services and we feel that the introduction of this faculty 
can (in the medium term) provide trained mental health practitioners to reduce the wait times and 
improve the wellbeing of the public.   

The North West Tasmania Veteran Welfare Board will be establishing a Veterans Wellness Centre in 
Burnie CBD in early 2023.  This centre will provide medical and wellness support for veterans all along 
the north west and west coasts.  Initial discussions are underway between UTAS and the NWTVWB to 
form a partnership allowing psychology students to participate in consultations at the Centre.  The 
Centre will be medically based; and with support from UTAS will explore the use of Virtual Reality 
technology on the treatment of PTSD and other aversion conditions and potentially provide mutually 
beneficial research opportunities. 

The local campus is very good at establishing partnerships with industry and the community.  I have 
attended several meetings held in the Domestic Arts Building and the facility is highly valued by the 
community. 

We have also had engagement with the LEAP coordinator and expect to place one or two students 
within our organisation in 2023. We were unaware of this program prior to the new campus opening. 
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Our organisation has been at the forefront of encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship, and we 
are thrilled at being a partner for the new Enterprize incubator hub at the Makers.  The “sale” of 
Makers Workshop to UTAS has incurred a large community backlash and Jim Cavaye has done a great 
job in very difficult circumstances (not of his making) in engaging the community on the new purpose 
for the centre. 

I feel that once international students return the Cradle Coast campus will become truly embedded 
into the social fabric of Burnie and there will be strong benefits to the local community. 

 

Yours sincerely  

Ian Jones 

President 

 


